Chromosomal instability in mutagen-sensitive mutants isolated from mouse lymphoma L5178Y cells. I. Five different genes participate in the formation of baseline sister-chromatid exchanges and spontaneous chromosomal aberrations.
In a search for cell mutants that show an increase or a decrease in the frequency of baseline sister-chromatid exchanges (SCEs) or spontaneous chromosomal aberrations (CAs), large numbers of mutagen-sensitive clones previously isolated from mouse lymphoma L5178Y cells were analyzed. In addition to two SCE mutants (ES 4 and AC 12) previously reported, three other mutants were identified as an SCE mutant. An ethyl methanesulfonate-sensitive mutant ES 2 and an alkylating agent-sensitive mutant MS 1 exhibited, respectively, 1.4-fold and 1.8-fold higher baseline SCE frequencies than did the parental L5178Y. In contrast, M10, which is sensitive to X-ray and 4-nitroquinoline 1-oxide, showed a reduced frequency of baseline SCEs (0.65-fold). These 5 mutants including ES 4 and AC 12 had 3--9-fold increases in spontaneous CA frequencies. Measurement of baseline SCE formation in inter-mutant hybrids revealed that M10 mutation is dominant, MS 1 and ES 4 mutations are semidominant, and ES 2 and AC 12 mutations are recessive. Because SCE frequencies in hybrids formed between pairs of 4 mutants (ES 2, MS 1, ES 4 and AC 12) were significantly lower than those in the tetraploid mutant cells, these 4 mutants probably belong to different complementation groups. Since M10 behaved dominantly with respect to SCE phenotype, it was not possible to determine by complementation test whether it belongs to a different group from the other mutants. However, the finding that M10 is complemented by other mutants for EMS sensitivity indicates that the M10 mutation is different from the other mutations. From these results, it is concluded that at least 4 different genes participate in the formation of high levels of baseline SCEs. The defects in ES 2, MS 1, ES 4, and AC 12 produce common lesions responsible for the formation of both SCEs and CAs. In contrast, the defect in M10 is associated with a high increase in spontaneous CA frequency, but conversely associated with a decrease in baseline SCE frequency. This suggests that M10 is defective in the process involved in the formation of baseline SCEs.